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Abstract—Large-scale man-made linear f eatures has played more
and more important role in modern lif e and the development of
urban are seriously aff ected by the subsidence of them.
Permanent Scatterers (PS) technology was developed as a
powerf ul tool for subsidence monitoring. High resolution of 1m
data can be provided by TerraSAR X-band (TSX) with a short
revisit period of 11days. More detail and sensitive subsidence
information can be expected to be detected by X-band. In this
paper, we exploited the potential of TSX for railway subsidence
monitoring. A case study was conducted in Tianjin. A total of 37
TSX images acquired f rom 2009/4/29 to 2010/11/11 were used in
PS analysis. The average def ormation map and geocoded
Permanent Scatterer were generated by SARPROZ.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid economic and urban city development in China takes
much pressure on transportation. Large-s cale man-made linear
features, such as railway, highway and so on, have become the
economic li feline of each region. Railway subsidence
monitoring has received extensive attention from all over the
world. With excessive ground water withdrawal, Tianjin has
become one of the major subsidence regions in China.
Meantime, railway subsidence has become a serious problem,
for not only the loss of financial investment but also lives at
many places. Differential Interferom etric Synthetic Aperture
Radar (DINSAR) has been widely applied in subsidence
monitoring for its all-time, all-weather and wide area
monitoring ability, instead of traditional leveling and GPS.
INSAR time series analysis technique was developed as a
powerful tool for subsidence monitoring, avoiding time and
space decorrelation and atmospheric disturbance. The
published research on PS technology applications mainly
aimed at monitoring region deformation, including urban land
subsidence, mining land subsidence, volcanoes and
earthquakes deformation, landslides and so on. Since
large-s cale man-made linear features has played more and more
important role nowadays, much attention has been paid on the
topic from scientists all over the world. Notwithstanding the
great efforts made in researching the best approach, INSAR
time series analysis is still far from being adopted as operative
tools for railway subsidence monitoring.
The main drawback of SAR data till recent years has been the
poor spatial resolution. With the launch of new generation high
Resolution SAR satellites, the level of details visible in SAR

images increas ed dramatically [1, 2]. TerraSAR X-band (TSX)
data provide 1m resolution. Moreover, the short revisit time of
11days as compared to the 35 day of ERS and ENVISAT favors
a fast build-up of interferom etric data stacks [3]. The very high
resolution TSX data should be used wisely for identifying
targets that need detailed information [4, 5].
In this paper, we introduce the research carried out at the
Institute of Space and Information Science of Hong Kong on
railway time series analysis subject. The output of the work will
be useful to drive future policies of railway subsidence
monitoring. The main aim of our work was to exploit the
potential of TSX data for railway subsidence monitoring and
more detail inform ation are expected to be detected by X-band
data. A cas e study was conducted in Tianjin, one of the major
subsidence cities in China.
II. S TUDY AREA AND TSX DATA
The case study area is located in the west of Tianjin downtown.
Subsidence is one of the most important geological disasters in
Tianjin. Since 1959, the max accumulated subsidence has
achieved to 2.95m, the average subsidence rate from 1985 to
2005 reaches up to 29.99mm [6] and the subsidence area is
almost 8000km [7]. Subsidence seriously affects construction
and maintain of infrastructures so that it prevent urban from
rapid development [7]. Moreover, Jingjin highspeed railway
was built along 117 km between Beijing and Tianjin and the
maximum speed reaches to 350km/h. With high speed and
frequency schedule of the railway, slight subsidence could
bring more risks for the life of passengers.

Figure 1. Location of TerraSAR-X data from google earth

We applied PS technology to monitor the railway subsidence
in Tianjin. Figure 1 shows the location of the TSX data. The
exploited SAR data set was constructed from 37 TSX stripmap
images acquired from 2009/4/29 to 2010/11/11. The incidence
angle is 41°. The center latitude and longitude is 39.20°,
116.91°, respectively. TSX data are provided by Infoterra,
Germany. Table 1 reports the acquisition data and baseline of
the related images. The image coverage area is 30*50km2 with
the pixel sapcings of 1.36 m in slant and 1.90m in Azimuth. As
SLC reference geometry, we used the scene acquired on Nov,
13th, 2009.
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Table 1. TSX data and description
Date
Baseline
Interval
(yy/mm/dd)
(m)
(days)
20090429
13
-198
20090510
30
-187
20090521
64
-176
20090601
42
-165
20090623
-76
-143
20090704
-17
-132
20090715
-33
-121
20090726
-112
-110
20090806
137
-99
20090828
-101
-77
20090908
36
-66
20090919
-64
-55
20090930
-181
-44
20091011
-39
-33
20091022
-65
-22
20091102
119
-11
20091113
0
0
20091124
46
11
20091205
126
22
20091216
122
33
20091227
133
44
20100107
-24
55
20100118
-26
66
20100129
-7
77
20100220
-154
99
20100303
-151
110
20100314
-104
121
20100325
10
132
20100405
-93
143
20100416
-126
154
20100427
-37
165
20100621
18
220
20100702
-78
231
20100804
81
264
20100906
1
297
20101009
159
330
20101111
-23
363

Height
ambig uity
522
226
106
161
-89
-399
-206
-61
50
-67
188
-106
-37
-174
-104
57
147
54
56
51
-283
-261
-969
-44
-45
-65
678
-73
-54
-183
377
-87
84
6782
43
-295

III. PS ANALYSIS
PS technology has been approved as an effective tool for wide
area subsidence monitoring within mm level accuracy and
meters of spatial resolution. TSX, launched on June 15th , 2007,
is a German high resolution radar sat ellite. Most of the current
INSAR processing algorithms can be applied into TSX data
without fundamental modifications. In order to achieve optimal
interferom etric results, the key processing steps are emphasized
in this study. The processed area is about 10 sqkm wide and the
reflectivity map is shown as Figure 2.
A. Interferogram generation

After SLC coregistration, we can then generate interferograms
from multi-temporal SAR images. There are three di fferent
choices to construct interferometric pairs, including classical
star image graph, small baseline, Minimum Spanning Tree
(MST). In the traditional PSI technology, one master image is
selected and the image graph looks like star. [8]. Small baseline
was proposed [9, 10] to reduce the geometric or temporal. For
fully considering both temporal and spatial decorrelation, MST
interferogram generation method was developed [11], creating
a different framework for optimal interferometri c pairs
selection. The core idea is to search the minimum best
coherence graph connecting all the images from the multi SAR
images, without using any predefined decorrelation model
(temporal or spatial), simply by maximizing the interferom etric
coherence[8]. Since small baseline has the drawback that some
of the available images may not be used and the image graph is
oft en disconnected and that will prevent the correct motion
measurem ent, we just compare the traditional one master
acquisition and MST image graph of TSX data in this area as
Figure 3.

Figure 2. The reflectivity map

Figure 3. Left: Traditional image graph; Right: MST image graph

The two image graphs of Figure 3 show the X band dataset with
temporal and spatial bas eline. In particul ar, MST image graph
shows the average coherence of each interferogram and the
color bar gives the value from 0 to 0.6 as Figure 3 Right. In fact,
most connections of MST graph are mainly vertical and this
means small temporal baselines are selected. When time
interval is long, the problem of phase decorrelation is
significant. One of the possible reasons should be the ground
affected by strong motion. Meanwhile, another possible
explanation is related to the management of fields in the Tianjin
area: it is in fact common in this region to cover cultivated
plants with a structure for protecting them from bad weather

conditions. This kind of changes of the ground surface makes it
complex to interpret the spatial coherence and causes the failure
of common models of the spatio/temporal behavior of the
InSAR phase. Moreover, from Figure 3 we can notice, as a
general comment, that we have a set of coherent images
between the end of 2009 and the beginning of 2010 (yellow-red
color), while much wors e performances are registered at the
beginning and at the end of our dataset (light blue color). We
also observe that from spring 2010 we have less data separated
by longer temporal baselines, making it more difficult to
precisely estimate and reconstruct motion time series of PSs.
Starting from the above considerations, we decided to process
the area of interest with a common PS approach, using a star
graph with a common master image as Figure 3 Left.
B. PS candidate identification
For PS candidate identification, there are two classical
methods: spectral diversity and amplitude dispersion index.
Spectral diversity selected a dominant pointlike scatterer. Since
poinlike scatterers are not affected much by geometric
decorrelation, they are suited well even if long baseline
interferograms are included. For amplitude dispersion index,
the pixel whose backs cattering is not changed so much with
time will be selected as PS candidate. We applied amplitude
dispersion index to select PS candidate and apply it for PSI
analysis. Although the interval of the TSX images is short, the
distribution of the candidates is also inhomogeneous. There are
more PS points in urban areas and less in rural area within the
same size as the Figure 4 shows.

Figure 5. Linear deformation trend in the selected area, resampled on a
regular grid
geographical
red linedeformation
crossing the image
Figure
5 in
shows
the coordinates.
estimated The
linear
trend
represents the path of the Jingjin Highspeed Railway .
(resampled
on regular grid) geocoded in Google Earth. The
color scale shows rates between -30 and 10 mm/year to a
reference point assumed stable. It is interesting to notice that
the path of the railway (depicted in Figure 12) could be affected
by a considerable deformation at the center of the image.
Another important phenomenon to observe is several much
localized subsidences on a highway at the lower left corner of
the image.

Figure 4. The PSC (the red line means the railway )

C. Average deformation map and displacement history
For phase unwrapping of PS analysis, the deformation velocity
and height correction between neighboring PS candidates can
be estimated by applying 2-D periodogram in time domain.
After removing the Atmospheric Phase Screen (APS), we can
estimate the average deformation velocity and retrieve the
deformation history of a selected PS. Then, the location of
railway can be identifi ed and finally, we can get the result of
railway subsidence.

Figure 6 The geocoded Permanent Scatterer in Google earth

Figure 6 shows a close up on a set of PSs geocoded in Google
Earth, with the same color scale as Figure 5. The area is crossed
by the railway. At the left side of the railway, stronger
subsidence is detected, affecting also the path of the train. One
selected PS is shown in Figure 7 and the corresponding
displacement time history (referred to a target belonging to the
same area) is shown in Figure 8. As clearly visible, the
deformation trend is complex and not simply linear. In fact, the

entity of the estimated motion is this area is around 30
mm/year.

temporal coherence is decreased with time for X-band and it is
not easy to acquire reliable subsidence monitoring results in this
area. Railway is constructed bestriding both urban and rural area.
Thus, solutions for rural area are necessary for monitoring
railway subsidence.
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